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OBJECTIVITY AND RELATIVISM

Reinbert Krol

Introduction

Obviously, historians agree that lying and making things up is “not done” in the discipline of history. They also acknowledge that historians should be impartial. At the same time, however, historians admit that they – and the past actors they study – are bound to their point of view, their personality, nationality, religious conviction, political affiliations, philosophical views and theories, their social position, the group they associate themselves with and so on. In short, historians exist in some historical context. This has raised questions such as: Can historians be truly objective, and if not: Is a relativist standpoint a threat to history as an academic discipline? These fundamental questions will be addressed from the point of view of four philosophers of history and their views on historical understanding and the role of values in this.

We should start with historicism, for the thinkers in this tradition, in particular around 1900, analyzed more fundamentally and carefully than before the nature of historical understanding and the historicity of values. Historicism thought considered everything to be part of continuous historical development, a unique process, which meant that the idea of their being fixed and universal values – from which one can derive a moral standpoint – was not tenable, for values are tied to time and place and hence relative to some historical development. For two reasons, many historians considered this view an attack on objectivity and a sanctioning of ethical relativism. First, if history could no longer provide for a justification of (absolute) moral beliefs – especially after World War I – a moral orientation in the present (or judgement of the past) is almost impossible. Second, this crisis in absolute norms and values also had its ramifications in the field of historical understanding and writing. Since all historians are subject to a historical context – and therefore cannot be impartial – historical understanding seems to lead to arbitrary choice and scepticism regarding the possibility of writing an objective and impartial history. Historicists, therefore, had to come up with suggestions on how to tackle these problems.

Essentially, the problems are still on the agenda of philosophy of history. To overcome the problems just mentioned, current positions opt for (variations of) intersubjectivity and/or variations of the interaction between the historian and the sources or the cognitive and normative dimensions of historical research. These attempts try to counter relativism – mainly on the level of the partiality of historical understanding – in order to sustain objectivity. Contrary to these positions, I will discuss philosophies of history that acknowledge relativism – on both
the level of a justification of moral beliefs and the impartiality of historical understanding – and keep objectivity without cancelling out the subjective dimension. I will discuss these problems of dealing with objectivity and relativism by means of four thinkers: Friedrich Meinecke (1862–1954), Charles A. Beard (1874–1948), Jörn Rüsen, and Hans-Georg Gadamer (1900–2002), in that order. I consider Meinecke, a representative of 19th-century historicism and its synthesis. His example shows how historians faced the consequences of relativism. Charles Beard, on the other hand, is considered a representative of historical relativism, which he managed to combine with aspects of German and Italian historicism, pragmatism, and presentism. His example shows how one could advocate relativism without falling into scepticism. Both Meinecke’s and Beard’s views are echoed and dealt with by the German philosopher of history Rüsen. He tried to find a balance between objectivity and relativism and incorporate both into narrativism. Gadamer’s ontological hermeneutics offers us a view on relativism and objectivity in which moral ground is possible, and an understanding of the required tension between both further proves to be a prerequisite for historical insight. As an introduction to the issues discussed by these four thinkers, I will first briefly touch upon the matter of professionalization and historicization.

**Professionalization and historicization**

Gradually, philosophers of history and historians in the 19th century became conscious of the idea that there might not be an eternal truth or fixed values, which are universally applicable. One of the first to really struggle with this insight was Wilhelm Dilthey (1833–1911). In an effort to solve this issue, he first attempted to separate the humanities from the natural sciences and tried to work out a clear methodology to secure the autonomy of the former. In doing so, he became aware that all values and belief systems (morality, religion, politics) bear the mark of a unique historical context: within different historical epochs, different values and norms arise. In other words, all values become relative against the background of continuous historical development. Dilthey, however, claimed that even though world views are susceptible to relativism, historical relativism itself is not, for our awareness of this relativism is, according to him, the last step toward the liberation of man. That is, if one is conscious of historical relativism, one can fully enjoy every experience without being bound to a system of philosophy or religion and thus be freed from dogmatic thought. In that sense, Dilthey accepts relativism: “the full acknowledgement that even values and norms that present themselves as unconditional are immanent in historical consciousness.” Around 1910, when he expressed this statement, this still had a soothing ring to it. However, after World War I, the consequences of ethical relativism were more pressing than ever and required more fundamental solutions. It was this issue that the new generation of thinkers in Germany (and elsewhere) were faced with.

**Friedrich Meinecke’s historicism**

The German historian Friedrich Meinecke belongs to the historicist tradition of Ranke, Droysen, Sybel, and Dilthey. Even though the dangers of ethical relativism did not really shake Meinecke, he felt obliged to come up with a solution. When historicism fell into a deep crisis, Meinecke dedicated a book to its origins, for he claimed that the foundation and identity of historicism were to be found in its history. With regard to the problems surrounding historicism, Meinecke thought the historian should take to heart the unfavourable elements of historicism and preserve the favourable ones: “He must pay good heed to justifiable criticism, but stand by all that is best in [it] [historicism].” That is why Meinecke writes his genesis of
historicism in what he termed an “affirmative attitude.” He was convinced that ethical relativism could be healed by historicism itself. How exactly did Meinecke cope with this, what has come to be known as, the “crisis of historicism”? In order to answer this question, we first should consider Meinecke’s conception of historicism.

Meinecke considered historicism more than “a scientific principle and its application,” for according to him, “it was a guiding principle of life as a whole, from which that scientific principle arose in the first place.” This principle of life is clearly stated in his famous definition of historicism as expressed in Die Entstehung des Historismus: “The essence of historicism is the substitution of a process of individualising observations for a generalising view of human forces in history.” Notions like “generalising” and “static” Meinecke identifies with the Enlightenment. In addition, he claims the Enlightenment always assumes an “eternal” and “fixed” reason, norms, and values. In contrast, he denotes historicism with notions like “dynamic,” aimed at the individuality and uniqueness of periods, cultures, states, institutions, personalities, acts, morality, and reason. Further, Meinecke asserts:

Historicism was the first to truly apply a temporal dimension to thinking, due to its inherent ideas of individuality and notions of development; thus managing to place every single phenomenon, every personality, states, and peoples at a definitive and never recurring point in the flow of time.

Individuality and development are thus key notions of the historicist view of history.

Even though both individuality and development are central to historicism, Meinecke considers the principle of individuality the most important: “This understanding [of individuality] brought with it a correct estimate of evolutionary thinking, which is often incorrectly taken as the key criterion of modern historicism, but which is much too ambiguous and versatile for this.” Meinecke’s assertion that the principle of development is too versatile means that it is attributed to many different views. That is, he distinguishes between biological development and historical development. An historical development takes place – this is where Meinecke agrees with the Neo-Kantian philosopher Heinrich Rickert (1863–1936) – when a spontaneously acting human being, in accordance with values (good, true, and beautiful), realizes an individual creation: “With this an historical individuality ‘evolves’ and all things that evolve historically are always individualities and through evolution alone they are revealed.”

Meinecke’s emphasis on the individual, the inner, the empathizing self (Einfühlen) leads, according to some, to a highly subjective view that cannot be scientifically verified and is therefore impractical. Meinecke’s point, however, was that the spiritual-irrational within man as well as events in history are anything but logical and cannot completely be explained in that way, which means that Einfühlen (“feeling into”) is the way to gain insight into the (past) individual. Some claim that such an historical view, in the end, will lead to a deep relativism. Meinecke managed to avoid falling into this relativism, for he suggested a view that combines relativism and objectivity. Meinecke came up with a suggestion to counter the consequences of ethical relativism that also has its bearing on the level of historical writing. Both ethical relativism and historical writing are connected since both are about values in history and the question of whether historians can be objective in their research and writing.

Meinecke’s solution to the presumed dangers of relativism

With regard to the consequences of ethical relativism mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, what solution was suggested by Meinecke? Like Dilthey, Meinecke speaks of a “stream
of becoming,” a directionless historical development. Unlike most of his contemporaries, Meinecke kept a certain calmness regarding the consequences of this notion:

Certainly, “development” must always have a “goal” ahead, but the essence of this goal is its ability to shift steadily within a probably fixed margin, perhaps like the summit of an unknown mountain to which one ascends under various viewpoints, but in the end, one finds out that it is completely different from what one imagined at first.¹⁶

So, for Meinecke, the idea of the danger of an uncontrolled development, which has (no longer) any direction, does not immediately lead to a feeling of crisis. This has everything to do with Meinecke’s interest in the individual within the “stream.”

In this context, Meinecke speaks of a “vertical philosophy of history” which is aimed at the eternal and fixed; I will come back to this. The “horizontal” conception refers to the level of the chronological, linear history. In addition, on this horizontal level, one is overwhelmed by the individuality, uniqueness of everything which occurs in history. This leads to some problems on an ethical level, for if, in Meinecke’s view of historicism, everything is individual, unique, and singular, and is caught in a stream of becoming, on what basis can we then ground our morality? Does this not lead to a deep ethical relativism in which “everything is indi-

Meinecke was convinced that: “Historicism must itself attempt to heal the wounds it has inflicted.”²⁰ But what did Meinecke exactly mean by this? To answer this question, we must first discuss the idea of “positive relativism.”

Meinecke thought ethical relativism could be considered both positively and negatively. To which side the pendulum swings depends mainly on the character of the individual personality.²¹ So, in Meinecke’s view, ethical relativism can both have a life-weakening (lebenschwächend) or life-enhancing (lebensteigernd) effect. In his essay “Von der Krisis des Historismus” he expressed it as follows:

It [relativism] weakens life when one loses faith in unconditionally binding norms of action regarding the innumerable individual powers of life which man encounters in history, and thus, leads him (...), into an “anarchy of thinking.” It enhances life if one consciously and deeply senses and acts on the right to live of one’s own inwardness as well as of the surrounding and nourishing forces of life.²²

In Meinecke’s essays from the 1920s, one can find the same train of thought. For example, Meinecke claims in “Kausalitäten und Werte;” “that only weak souls of little faith could despair and quit under the burden of this relativizing histori[c]sm.”²³ Meinecke is convinced that relativism will not shake the “strong person’s” belief in an “unknown absolute” or “common primal divine source.”²⁴ These last notions are important to Meinecke’s philosophy of history, for not only is character important, but some other fundamental authority – the “primal divine source,” and unknown absolute – is relevant here too. This has everything to do with the foundation of Meinecke’s philosophy of history.
Meinecke’s philosophy of history is based on a panentheistic philosophy. Panentheism draws a distinction between reality and God – “God” not in the sense of a personal God but as an abstract principle. In this respect it differs from (Spinoza’s) pantheism in the sense that reality is perceived as not identical with God. In panentheism, reality is seen as an emanation of God. The world is “in” God, while God also transcends the world. That means that God leaves room for individualities to develop at will. It follows that every emanation has a spark of God in itself; man, as an emanation of God, understands the good, true and beautiful, which is in its perfect form “in God.” Furthermore, opposites such as “good and evil,” “spirit and matter” share the same origin, all being emanations of God. This panentheistic philosophy enables Meinecke to reconcile polarities such as “individuality and the absolute,” “subjectivity and objectivity,” for they all have the same ground. Which is why everything that the subject or “the self” thinks or does, is in fact God/the absolute which thinks through or acts through the subject – hence, the notion of the “common primal divine source.” The subject is therefore able to intuit what is good, true and beautiful, since it has emanated from the absolute. As a result of this unity between subject and object it is possible for the subject to “divine” the absolute within the development of history. Even though we are historically situated, that does not mean we cannot attain certainty. In fact, following this philosophy, one might even claim that through subjectivity one can realize the highest objectivity. This objectivity is not a scientific, verifiable (Kantian) epistemological objectivity, but a panentheistic objectivity in which the subject could grasp the absolute good, true and beautiful in history.

But, as mentioned, Meinecke thought it is the “stronger” who are able to fully think through historicism and its relativistic consequences. They will not fall victim to a paralyzing state of relativism, for they have faith in a panentheistic foundation. In Meinecke’s view, it is about finding intellectual control (geistige Beherrschung): “Subjectivity, once it had been set free, needed, however, to revert to an objective understanding of the world, without losing the springs of individual experience and effort in the process.” Again, to Meinecke it is essentially about a belief in a harmonious, panentheistic God, from which all individualities emanated, and which ensures that subjectivity leads to the greatest possible objectivity, because the object (God/the absolute) works in and through the subject. Meinecke also states this clearly in Die Entstehung des Historismus:

Relativism can either lead to the profoundest depths or to the drearriest of plains, according to whether it is or is not backed in the last resort by a strong creative faith; according to whether humility and reverence in the face of the unsearchable [unfathomable] are the result of a relativist outlook on the world, or are absent because of the prevailing view that human insight can discern nothing but an anarchy of values.

Essentially, Meinecke concludes, it depends on the character of the observer whether this overpowering drama spells out a meaningful or a meaningless history, a world of consolation or a world of despair, whether it leads to a resigned relativism or to a faithful devotion to an idea, in spite of its threatened extinction.

It will be clear that Meinecke embraces a positive relativism that is based on his panentheistic conviction.

Since the absolute or divine, the higher authority, cannot be proved (for it can only be sensed or divined (ahnen)), to what authority should a strong personality in concrete terms
appeal to withstand the crisis of historicism? According to Meinecke, that authority is our conscience. Meinecke claims that our conscience is to be located at the intersection of the individual and the absolute, the subjective and objective, for it is a reflection (Abglanz) of absolute morality or the divine. That means that the subjective, individual conscience bears a spark of the absolute or eternal good. Meinecke adds that conscience itself is not divine, it is at best akin to God, and in that sense, it is a “relative absolute.” In Meinecke’s view, conscience is thus based on a panentheistic belief in a primal divine source. In his essay “Geschichte und Gegenwart” he expressed it as follows: “All eternal values of history ultimately come from people acting on the basis of their conscience.” It is in this statement that Meinecke connects the individual with the absolute, subject, and object. And it is thus his harmonious panentheistic worldview that enables him to withstand the crisis of historicism. The historian’s task, in Meinecke’s view, then, is to recover eternal values in order to find (by means of his conscience) a fixed point within the “continuous stream of becoming.” But how does this actually work? Meinecke mentions two, to him unsatisfactory, ways to find a fixed point in the stream: an “escape into the past” whereby a certain part of the past is glorified, or an “escape into the future” in which a future ideal is aimed at. To Meinecke, both are inadequate, for they both are still situated “within,” or affected by the stream of becoming. He, therefore, suggests a vertical – panentheistic – conception of history. In this context, Meinecke quotes Ranke’s famous expression: “Jede Epoche ist unmittelbar zu Gott” (Every epoch is immediate to God). This expression is, in Meinecke’s view, about overcoming the horizontal development and forces us to search for the “God-like” in history within the individual. In sum, vertically, upwards, to God is what we should focus our attention on. We should search for the eternal and fixed within the change of every individuality. With regard to morality and values, we could, by means of our conscience, approximate the eternal, good, true, and beautiful.

The above makes clear that Meinecke’s vertical conception of history eventually can exist merely by the grace of the horizontal conception. After all, contemplating the good, true, and beautiful is only possible from within a finite position since man is simply bound to or part of the horizontal, chronological history. By contemplating the manifold individualities within history, we can catch a glimpse of the transcendent, the good, true, and beautiful, “above” history. It is this idea, Meinecke claims, in which Enlightenment thinking and historicism come together, and it is here that objectivity and relativism coalesce.

**Meinecke on historical writing**

Meinecke applied his panentheistic philosophy of history also to historical writing. He suggests the same construction in which the historian – being part of the absolute which “breathes” in and through him – can fathom the past through feeling (Einfühlung) – since the past is also part of the same absolute. This is reminiscent of Giambattista Vico’s (1668–1744) famous dictum verum et factum convertuntur – knowable is that which was created by the knower. Meinecke describes it as follows:

This means to enter into the very souls of those who acted, to consider their works and cultural contributions in terms of their own premises and, in the last analysis, through artistic intuition to give new life to life gone by – which cannot be done without a transfusion of one’s own life blood.
Elsewhere Meinecke goes a step further:

All knowledge and all critical research should not remain an end in itself and the final conclusion of a work, but receive only higher and lasting value, if (…) subject [the historian] and object [those who acted] merge into one mental unity (…) – where the subject will still remain the source of strength of this unity, but also enters into, and merges into the objective that it represents – and thereby transcends itself.36

Thus, historical writing originates from the historian’s individual creativity. By entering into “the very souls of those who acted,” the historian “merges into one mental unity” with those who acted, thereby becoming part of that history – this is what Meinecke means by transcending.

Meinecke explained his whole idea of the task of the historian by means of a metaphor of the so-called creative mirror (schaffender Spiegel). During the 19th century, many historians thought they could mirror the past as it actually was, Meinecke, however, adds to this the historian’s subjectivity:

The historian may use the term [creative mirror] as a parable for the purpose of his own work. It is not intended to mirror the past in an inanimate manner, but creatively mirror it, to merge the subjective and the objective in such a way that the picture of history thus reproduced represents the past as faithfully and honestly as possible, and yet remains completely animated by the creative individuality of the researcher.37

To be sure, we might no longer believe in Meinecke’s “creative mirror” or something like panentheism for that matter, but the same principles are still active in our own practice when we write our histories. As the Dutch philosopher of history Frank Ankersmit has claimed: “the historian’s breath permeates the past as presented by him.”38

Charles Beard’s historical relativism

The German debate on relativism and the (im)possibility of being objective as an historian was closely followed in the United States by the political scientist and social-economic historian Charles A. Beard. Besides many books on the social and economic history of the United States, he is also known for his historical relativism and presentism: the objective of history is to serve the present rather than to find out how things actually were. Beard thus seems to break with the Rankean task of history. Moreover, he did not wish to raise some metaphysical system à la Meinecke to protect history from relativism. Historical relativism was the only alternative in his view.

With regard to American historical relativism Beard is always mentioned in connection with Carl L. Becker (1873–1945) who also propagated historical relativism. Before Beard immersed himself in these issues, Becker had already published “Detachment and the Writing of History” (1910), in which he argues that professional historians had trouble detaching themselves of their own circumstances in order to present an objective account of the past. Becker claims: “The ‘facts’ of history do not exist for any historian until he creates them, and into every fact that he creates some part of his individual experience must enter.”39 Becker goes even further by stating: “Even the will to be purely objective is itself a purpose, becoming not infrequently a passion.”40 A decade later, Becker maintained his standpoint: “the historian cannot eliminate the personal equation.”41 And in 1931, the title of his presidential address to the American
Historical Association sums up his position: “Everyman His Own Historian.” Becker was thus a clear defender of historical relativism. He opposed the central contention of 19th-century scholars that history was a science and aimed at revealing the objective truth.

In the context of this chapter, I will focus on Beard’s position, because he was struggling with the scientific pretension of history given historical relativism, which makes him more interesting than Becker in this context. Moreover, Beard did not share the feeling of “crisis” that shocked the Germans, probably because he held on to the idea of progress in history, even though his confidence in such progress was shaken by World War I and the Great Depression.42

Beard combined his progressive view with bringing historical knowledge to bear upon present problems. In this context, he refers time and again to Benedetto Croce’s (1866–1952) famous dictum: “all true history is contemporary history.” Beard, however, is not a mere follower of Italian historicism, he combines it with aspects of German historicism and American pragmatism. He never got tired of reflecting on new currents; he started out as an empiricist and gradually evolved into an idealist, embracing the idea that history was “thought.” Some commentators interpreted this change in position – and in particular his idealism – as evidence of Beard’s vague and confused thought; others acknowledged his contemplative mind and his effort to find moral ground and get a hold on (past) reality.43

Initially, in his first major studies Beard was in favour of the (Rankean) plea for objectivity – the historian should refrain from making judgment, be impartial and focus on what has been done –, but during the 1930s a pronounced scepticism regarding historical objectivity took control of him. Around that time, Beard started to reflect on European theories of historicism and the problem of objectivity in historical writing. His famous 1933 address “Written History as an Act of Faith” at the American Historical Association and his 1935 essay “That Noble Dream” addresses these issues.44 The general response to both was negative: he was accused of rejecting the noble dream of objectivity and the possibility of writing true history. Others, however, acknowledged that Beard had urged historians to re-examine their procedures and recognize that their assumptions were not self-evident truths.45 Moreover, some even claim Beard was an historical objectivist; this will become clear in the following.

In “That Noble Dream” Beard denies that historians can know the past “as it actually was.” However, he does not say that historians should not aim for objectivity. Even though, as Beard mentions, historians cannot observe the past, they can know parts of the past through fragmentary documentation. However, historians select from this fragmentary documentation and arrange, and apply organizing concepts and impose structures on the past which it did not have. And, Beard goes on, every overarching hypothesis is essentially an interpretation. Further, according to Beard, the nature of the events and personalities of history “involve ethical and aesthetic considerations,” by which he means these events differ from those in physics and chemistry in which the observer can approach the events from a neutral point of view. Historians, in Beard’s view, never approach their research matter with a neutral mind: their minds are formed by the time and place they happen to be living in, their interests, preferences, and so on. These limitations are, according to Beard, always (un)consciously present in the historian’s selection, choice, and arrangement of material.46 In what follows, I will focus on how he can uphold this position and how he deals with historical relativism without falling into scepticism.47

Beard received one of the most severe criticisms from the American philosopher Maurice Mandelbaum (1908–1987). He claimed the above statements by Beard were a denial of the possibility of objective truth.48 That was, however, not what Beard claimed: “I do not hold that historical ‘truth’ is relative but that the facts chosen, the spirit, and the arrangement of every historical work are relative.”49 Mandelbaum argues that the relevance assigned to an historical
fact does not depend on the historian’s point of view, but is determined on the basis of historical sources. According to him, historians ascertain that particular facts cohere with each other or have intrinsic meaning. This would prove, in Mandelbaum’s view, that the valuation of those facts as historically relevant is not important.  

Beard is not so much interested in truth in the sense of ascertaining facts, he admits that this is of great importance to historians, but his claim, as Beard goes on in his reply to Mandelbaum, was that:

no historian can describe the past as it actually was and (...) every historian’s work – that is, his selection of facts, his emphasis, his omissions, his organization, and his methods of presentation – bears a relation to his own personality and the age and circumstances in which he lives. This is relativism as I understand it.

To explain why Beard thought this historical relativism did not lead to scepticism and why it is partially aimed at the same noble dream of the search for objective historical truth, we need to explain some key concepts Beard uses in order to understand his philosophy of history and evaluate his views on objectivity and relativism.

Beard distinguishes between “history as actuality,” “history as record,” and “history as thought.” History as actuality includes: “all that has been done, said, felt, and thought by human beings on this planet since humanity began its long career.” History as record refers to monuments, documents, artefacts which, as Beard states, provide knowledge of history as actuality. History as thought is to Beard the most important form of history: “It is thought about past actuality, instructed and delimited by history as record and knowledge – record and knowledge authenticated by criticism and ordered with the help of the scientific method.” To be sure, history as knowledge refers to understanding particular historical facts. History as thought refers to a more elaborate conception that is the result of the historian’s reflection on these particular facts. However, these distinctions can still be combined with the search for historical objectivity. That changes when Beard claims that the historian that does the thinking and writing “is a product of his age, and that his work reflects the spirit of the times, of a nation, race, group, class.” And the selection and ordering of the historian are influenced by their “biases, prejudices, beliefs, affections, general upbringing, and experience, particularly social and economic.” Beard concludes, every written history – with its selection and arrangement of facts of recorded fragments of past reality – is “an act of choice, conviction, and interpretation respecting values” and ultimately an act of thought. Which means it also reflects the thought of the individual historian and his historical context. As mentioned, this is what Beard understood to be historical relativism.

In this context, the American philosopher Morton White (1917–2016) criticized Beard for confusing the psychology and the logic of historical interpretation. An historian can have some moral view or speculative theory before getting to some synthesis, but that does not mean that the truth or adequacy of his work is compromised, according to White. Moreover, White shows that constructing overarching hypotheses is not limited to history, for they are also practised in physics, and if that is the case, the problem of values should also be present in these sciences. However, that is something Beard rejected. He contrasted history with the sciences claiming that history was susceptible to historical relativism because of its subjective nature, unlike the natural sciences.

Historians should, in Beard’s view, employ procedures and terminology appropriate to their own subject matter. Ironically, one of the main notions Beard introduces in his arguments on historical relativism is “frame of reference,” which he most likely borrowed from the new physics associated with Albert Einstein. In physics, it generally denotes where an observer
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happens to be standing. To Beard, it became a sort of overarching and complex notion that has to do with historical and personal contexts, bias, values, truth, political views, and ultimately it is what we now call a philosophy of history. Not in the sense of the speculative philosophies of Hegel, Marx, Spengler, but in the sense of a Weltanschauung, a world view in the historicist sense, comparable to Meinecke’s.

Beard’s particular understanding of a frame of reference is key to understanding his view of historical relativism. Beard is well aware of the paradox of relativism, for if it rejects absolutes, it cannot be itself absolute, and thus Beard acknowledges, unlike Dilthey before him, that the conception of relativism itself is relative: “Every conception of history (...) is relative to time and circumstances.” But that is not the end of it, for Beard asked himself “to what are these particular times and circumstances relative?” And this is where he, strangely enough, returns to an absolute, for he claims it is the “totality of history as actuality which embraces all times and circumstances and all relativities.” In other words, anyone who asserts that ideas are relative to passing times must believe that there is such a thing as the totality of passing times. From this absolute standpoint, the historian has in Beard’s view a choice of three fundamental conceptions of history or assumptions on the movement and order of history: historians may choose to conceive of history as chaos, cyclical, or as “going in some direction.” The historian’s choice for either one of these conceptions of history is, according to Beard, a (un)conscious subjective “act of faith,” for we cannot know for certain the order and movement of history. Beard wanted to show that these frames of reference more or less control the selection and ordering of the historian, which, by the way, does not mean that historians should abandon scientific methods, I will come back to that.

Next to chaos, cyclical and linear conceptions of history, Beard includes into his idea of frame of reference notions such as truth, values, importance, political terms like liberal, fascist, communist, and social and political notions such as class, nationality, and race. Further, he includes what he terms “things deemed necessary,” “things deemed possible,” and “things deemed desirable.” These new dimensions do not make it easier to follow Beard’s argument, expanding the set of (un)conscious metaphysical and evaluative commitments of the historian. But it is clear that all these different notions that Beard associates with a frame of reference are not of the same order. Some are political, methodological, others are philosophical even ideological. But, according to Beard, all depend on the personality of the historian and the time and place in which he lives.

Two important points can be distilled from Beard’s notion of the historian’s frame of reference or his (un)consciously held assumptions. First, in Beard’s view, the historian should constantly reflect on them and make them explicit to avoid bias. This seems to be easier said than done since we can have assumptions that we are unaware of. But to Beard, this reflection is a way to become aware of one’s own context and frame of reference. This task of exploring our assumptions is important to Beard because

we do not acquire the colorless, neutral mind by declaring our intention to do so. Rather do we clarify the mind by admitting its cultural interests and patterns (...) that will control and intrude upon, the selection and organization of historical materials.

Beard, therefore, urges us to ask ourselves questions such as: What do historians actually do when they write history, what kinds of philosophical interpretations are open to us, and which interpretations are chosen and why? In this context, Beard even claims: “Through the discussion of such questions the noble dream of the search for truth may be brought nearer to realization.” This is a
remarkable statement for a historical relativist, to say the least. Via a discussion of relativism, Beard now seems to return to the possibility of objectivity.

Beard’s second point is no less remarkable with regard to the relationship between frames of reference and historical relativism. He claims that his view of relativism is essentially a “limited relativism,” for Beard states that historical relativity is checked “by the recognition of the fact that there are not available as many distinct schemes of reference as there are historians.” So, a limited relativity is what Beard advocates. Frames of reference here seem to allow for a sense of objectivity as intersubjectivity. To be sure, he still insists that no frame of reference is eternally valid, for Beard writes that historians are “emancipated from the illusion of the absolute truth of history.” At the same time, however, he argues that within every frame of reference, critical use of sources and facts is still possible and required to aim at “a degree of scientific exactness.” Beard moreover wants to retain the “method of historicism,” for it deepened respect for facts of experience and association, authentication, and verification. Beard adds to this that the range of historical interest has been widened – historicism limited itself to politics and diplomacy – now more attention is given to social-economic and cultural events. This widening of interest and retaining of historicism contributes to “the fullness of its subject matter,” or what Beard called insight into “history as actuality.” So, even though Beard insists that “perfect objectivity” is “something which does not exist,” he also claims that historians can still hold on to an effort to “grasp at the totality of history (…) even though the dream of bringing it to earth must be abandoned.” Beard thus holds a limited relativism in which the noble dream of objectivity is not discarded as an ideal.

Beard considered the community of historians employing what is called procedural objectivity – agreed upon impersonal methods and standards and the like – as very important, but Beard relied most of all upon the moral integrity of the individual historian, comparable to Meinecke’s notion of the individual conscience. Albeit that, Beard would not agree with Meinecke’s metaphysical foundations. However, Beard eventually also adheres to an absolute: a frame of reference coupled with an “act of faith.” But, to be sure, both Meinecke and Beard hold very different views on history. Meinecke was, in a way, a 19th-century historicist upholding a harmonious Weltanschauung and simultaneously calling upon historians to use their emphatic sense in writing history without rejecting the possibility of objectivity. Beard, on the other hand, could not agree anymore with this kind of harmonious thinking. Instead of harmony, he came to the conclusion that a presentist, progressive, albeit “limited historical relativism” was the most viable view of the discipline of history.

Objectivity and relativism in narrativism

After World War II, and especially since the linguistic turn changed and challenged the historical discipline, attempts have been made to sustain objectivity and reconcile it with relativism. Objectivity has been associated with an anthropological theory of intentions, a dialectics of cognitive and normative dimensions of historical research, pragmatist philosophy, rational argumentative speech acts, and epistemic virtues, to name a few. Almost all of them can be traced back to what Allan Megill called procedural objectivity (shared impersonal methods and standards), and sometimes combined with either disciplinary objectivity (intersubjectivity) or dialectical objectivity (interaction between the historian and her research material). In other words, most of them defend objectivity or try to encapsulate subjectivity in objectivity. Moreover, they more or less have to do with the goal of history as a discipline – an objective account of the past – rather than with the process of historical understanding. An exception is the work of the
German philosopher of history, Jörn Rüsen, who tried to realize objectivity through subjectivity. His argument can function as a bridge to the last section of this chapter, in which I will focus on Gadamer’s view of mediating objectivity and relativism and retaining the tension between the two. Moreover, Rüsen also explicitly considers the process of historical understanding.

**Jörn Rüsen: value-related intersubjectivity**

Rüsen considered objectivity to be generally accepted knowledge based on methods and critical research, which is similar to Megill’s notion of procedural objectivity (shared impersonal methods and standards). At the same time, Rüsen shows that attempts of excluding the historian’s subjectivity from historical research are futile, for to eliminate it from historical research is to reduce historical knowledge to merely a sum of facts without any structure whatsoever. He even claims: “neutrality is the end of history.” Instead, Rüsen suggests we should attain objectivity through subjectivity.

To Rüsen, realizing objectivity through subjectivity means that objectivity is “the result of a specific scientific rationalisation of subjectivity,” which is a discursive process of argumentation, in which empirical evidence (facts), theory (context and coherence of facts), and normative standards (values) are synthesized in the narrative. According to Rüsen, this will essentially lead to “objectivity.” But instead of “objectivity,” which to him refers mainly to a presentation of facts, he suggests using the notion of “intersubjectivity,” since it “concerns historical claims (histories) presented (or told) in such a way that we can generally agree on them.” And “generally” in this regard does not exclude different contexts, interests, intentions, and prejudiced notions. For agreement is possible by means of following certain methodical procedures: source criticism, interpretation (on the basis of theory), reflecting on and explaining of normative perspectives. These norms and values are according to Rüsen also not arbitrary, for they are based upon the problems of orientation that follow from the context and standpoint of historical thinking in the present, and in that sense, they are objective. In short, the historical narrative is intersubjective when it agrees with other narratives and has adopted the purpose of cultural and socio-political orientation in daily life: they are considered “our” histories; they offer identity and practical orientation. So, intersubjectivity is, in Rüsen’s view, not mainly disciplinary and methodological, which means historians agree on procedures and values, but also pragmatically in that historical narratives are shared as orientation.

Under the influence of narrativism, Rüsen refined his views on objectivity and relativism. He held on to the idea of intersubjectivity but connected it with issues concerning narrativism. In this context, he considered history a mental representation of the past:

> It is the result of a very complex relationship between the human mind, the pregiven results of past temporal developments ending in the external and internal circumstances of present-day human life (...) and the experience of the past presented by its remnants.

With “internal dimensions of human life,” Rüsen refers to what could be termed “identity,” in the sense of a conception of self and the other. With “external,” he refers to historical consciousness: history as a means to understand our present day “in time.” These, what Rüsen calls “sense criteria,” are important for the mental process of appropriating the past from which the historical narrative emerges. That is, the constitutive role of these sense criteria entail that the historical narrative is to incorporate present day social values into the understanding of the
empirical body of the past; social values infuse, so to speak, historical consciousness and give a
historical representation – the narrative – orientating value for life. In a way, this is re-
miniscent of Meinecke’s notion of the “creative mirror”: the representation of the past allows
for orientation onto the future.

Rüsen’s refined approach further entails what we may call value-related intersubjectivity. In
addition to considering history a “mental representation of the past,” he regards objectivity to
be a certain relationship between historical representation and an experience of the past. Even
more so, he regards objectivity as constitutive to historical thought and experience, Rüsen
states: “there is something in the narrative construction called ‘history’ which cannot be in-
vented, which is pregiven and has to be recognized by the historians.” The subjectivity of the
interpretative process is, in Rüsen’s view, still covered in the aforementioned meaning of
objectivity: objectivity is a “mode of subjectivity itself; the intersubjective validity of a historical
interpretation.” According to Rüsen, this prevents the arbitrariness of the historical inter-
pretation. A plurality of points of view is no objection to objectivity, but should be considered
as a realization of what Rüsen calls the necessities of “practical coherence,” which is “a quality
of the historical narrative by which it gains plausibility concerning the practical function it fulfils
in the cultural orientation of practical life.” Moreover, we should consider pluralism not as
leading to relativism, but as a concept “guided by a comprehensive rule of complementarity,
mutual criticism in the mode of transparent, reasonable argument, and mutual acknowl-
edgement and recognition.” Rüsen further relates this to experience:

Historical experience is not simply pre-given in the relics of the past as the historians
deal with them in the form of sources. History is also pre-given within ourselves,
particularly as we ourselves are results of a long lasting temporal development. (…) in
this presence of the past, intersubjectivity and objectivity in the sense of experience are
the same. Only a historical representation of the past, which brings this history into
our minds, has the quality of objectivity in which the aspect of experience and the
aspect of intersubjectivity are synthesised.

By means of this synthesis, Rüsen attained objectivity through subjectivity. Or maybe he
obtained objectivity in the course of encapsulating subjectivity, since the latter is rationalized
through “mutual criticism in the mode of transparent, reasonable argument, and mutual ac-
knowledgement and recognition.” This realization of objectivity will in Rüsen’s view not
only help us gain insight into historical understanding, but also lead to some sort of mutual
agreement on narrative differences on a national, transcultural, or even universal level.
Ultimately, therefore, Rüsen reverts to a more or less universalist frame of reference – and
thereby transcends Beard’s notion of an individual frame of reference – and ends up in what
could be considered a Neo-Enlightened position in which subjectivity, as an inescapable evil, is
elevated to objectivity. In what follows I will show that there is an alternative to Rüsen’s
Neo-Enlightened position. One that acknowledges relativism and simultaneously suggests a
mediation between subjectivity and objectivity.

Hans-Georg Gadamer: mediating between objectivity and relativism

So far, we discussed views that aimed at retaining or defending either objectivity or relativism or
suggested to reconcile both in one way or the other. In this last section, the focus is on the
German philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer. His ontological hermeneutics not only helps us to
gain insight into the relationship between objectivity and subjectivity – how to balance them
without cancelling the tension between the two – it is also in all its aspects focussed on the process of historical understanding, not merely on the goal and therefore end-product of historical research.

Gadamer agreed with Dilthey, Meinecke, and Beard, for that matter, that we are historically situated beings, but he disagrees with Dilthey’s idea that the humanities should try to find timeless categories of understanding. To Gadamer the discussion on the scientific status of the humanities, which was key to Dilthey, Max Weber, and the positivists, was according to him, completely beside the point. He, in fact, turned against this whole discussion. Gadamer claims the humanities should be understood “more easily from the tradition of the concept of Bildung [the education or cultivation of the individual personality] than from the modern idea of scientific method.” He suggests to revert to the humanist tradition of thinkers such as Giambattista Vico. This tradition, according to Gadamer, was more or less abandoned, and after that, the source of all the problems that arose are the result of adopting the method of the sciences. In short, Gadamer claims: whatever did not tally with the standards of the objective methods of the sciences was considered “subjective” and “aesthetic,” which means it was no longer considered to yield “real” or “pure” knowledge. According to Gadamer, both the idea of adopting the method of the sciences and this “aestheticization” must be rejected (or relativized) to recognize what kind of understanding and knowledge really is at stake within the humanities.

Even though historicism recognized the historicity of all things human, it nonetheless aims at an absolute morality – a metaphysics. We have seen this with Meinecke’s solution to the consequences of relativism. Gadamer refuses to follow this historicist path of “delusion.” He claims our historical situatedness, which determines in his terminology our “fore-understandings” or “prejudices” (which to Gadamer was a value-neutral notion), are transcendental “conditions of understanding,” that is: understanding presupposes our historicity. Gadamer states that one of the delusions of historicism was that it tried to displace prejudice with methods to acquire certainty and objectivity in the humanities. In that way, historicism, according to Gadamer, copied the Enlightenment’s obsession with objective knowledge. And in order to free itself from this, it was forced to consider itself also as historically situated and thus criticize its own prejudices, its own tradition. This, in Gadamer’s view, cleared the way for a new understanding within the humanities. And that is why the foremost task in understanding, according to Gadamer, should be self-criticism. Or as Gadamer puts it: “to be aware of one’s own bias, so that the text can present itself in all its otherness and thus assert its own truth against one’s own fore-meanings.”

This is reminiscent of Beard’s call for a reflection on our assumptions, our frame of reference – Gadamer, however, makes no mention of Beard in this context.

Gadamer’s idea of criticism is “not merely to form anticipatory ideas, but to make them conscious, so as to check them and thus acquire right understanding from the things themselves.” The main questions, therefore, are: How can we know the “correct” fore-projections that permit to let the text present “its own truth”? And, if it is even possible to be conscious of our prejudices, how can we distinguish the right ones from the wrong ones? What are the criteria? To Gadamer, this is the wrong kind of question to ask, for this need for criteria for objectivity is one of the remnants of positivism and historicism. Nonetheless, Gadamer comes up with a suggestion for such a criterion: temporal distance. This solution, however, is not fully satisfactory because it remains to be seen whether temporal distance is always productive. That is also why Gadamer is not that strict in his suggestion: “Often temporal distance can solve [the] question of critique in hermeneutics, namely how to distinguish the true prejudices, by which we understand, from the false ones, by which we misunderstand.”
Gadamer has faith in the self-regulating ability, or the reflexivity of tradition over time, for he considers history as tradition: a continuous discussion between generations.\textsuperscript{111} That is why he is convinced that temporal distance enables us to distinguish the true from the false prejudices in our tradition in order to understand. However, is it not more likely to learn and find the “correct” prejudices when we mirror them on a past that differs from the present instead of seeing it as consistent with the past tradition? To consider the past as distinct from the present was, of course, the view held by historicists like Dilthey and Meinecke. From this, the whole crisis of historicism – ethical relativism – emerged, as we have seen before. Recently, it has been suggested to correct Gadamer’s hermeneutics on the moral consequences of relativism with the historicist ideals of dealing with plurality and prejudices.\textsuperscript{112} However, this most likely leads to Enlightened ideals or metaphysical solutions like Meinecke’s panentheism. Which could, of course, function as a way to overcome the dangers of ethical relativism, for the universal and the individual, objectivity, and subjectivity can be reconciled by means of a panentheistic philosophy. And even in ethics (and aesthetics) this could work if one believes that our conscience is a moral emanation of the absolute good, true and beautiful. But it is unlikely that (post)modern historians and philosophers of history will embrace such a philosophy. Gadamer came up with a better and feasible alternative in distinguishing between prejudices on a mediation between past and present. His alternative – which has its bearing on the dangers of relativism and its relationship with objectivity – centres on the notion of what he calls “application.” In order to fully grasp this notion, two other concepts need first to be briefly explained.

Gadamer’s ontological hermeneutics ultimately rests on two important notions: “effective history” (\textit{Wirkungsgeschichte}) and “historically effected consciousness.” According to Gadamer, effective history denotes the traditions of interpretations of texts; the history of its effects. Like traditions of interpretation, the interpreter (the historian) is also part of history’s stream of becoming. “Historically effected consciousness” is, therefore, understood to mean that historians should raise their historically situatedness to consciousness in order to recognize how it relates to effective history.\textsuperscript{113} So, this process of becoming aware of one’s situatedness is the interpretation of one’s own prejudices. Gadamer states that this process can never be completed, for we cannot completely control effective history.\textsuperscript{114} In that sense, we are subject to history; it affects our horizon whenever we understand. Historians are thus embedded in a certain historical context – Gadamer calls this the tradition or a horizon – which they cannot escape. This means that their point of view is already given and cannot be arbitrarily chosen.\textsuperscript{115} Further, the moment historians interpret evidence – past texts with their own horizon – a “fusion of horizons” takes place. This fusion of horizons both presupposes and continues the tradition of interpretation, the effective history. When inquiring into the past, this dialectic makes the historian aware of both the tradition and other ways of thinking, which subsequently forces the historian to reflect on his own historically situated horizon, his own prejudices.\textsuperscript{116} What basically happens in this process of the fusion of horizons is what we call “learning;” it is a learning process about both the historian’s research subject (the text and its interpretations that he aims to understand) and himself (the prejudice that allow him to understand), who is the result of this history of interpretation. And in that sense understanding is always self-understanding, which is a never-ending process of learning or what Gadamer calls \textit{Bildung} (the education or cultivation of the individual personality).\textsuperscript{117} So far this is still close to Dilthey and even Rüsen. But the final step in Gadamer’s theory is decisive for our view of objectivity and relativism.

Understanding, according to Gadamer, always involves, or \emph{is} application, which is the mediation between the past meaning of the text and its present understanding.\textsuperscript{118} The notion of application moreover underlines that all interpretations are motivated by our present
situation and the questions we ask. This questioning implies that understanding is not only reproductive, but also a productive action. \(^{119}\) It is within this process of application that the historian becomes aware of the mediation between subjectivity and objectivity. Gadamer clarifies: “Understanding is to be thought of less as a subjective act than as participating in an event of tradition, a process of transmission in which past and present are constantly mediated.”\(^ {120}\) To understand the past means to translate it into – apply it to – our own situation, and each new confrontation between the two modifies our present views and the ones that have been passed down from the tradition. What is key to Gadamer’s hermeneutics is that by means of this dialectic of question and answer, the past will open itself up to us. Contrary to, for example, Ranke, the past or the sources do not speak for themselves, nor can we efface ourselves from our work. Successful understanding, according to Gadamer, is the result of the questions and answers mediation between (subjective) historically effected consciousness and the (objective) effective history.

Some consider Gadamer’s idea of application extremely subjective, arbitrary, and relativist. Gadamer counters this accusation in a discussion on theological and legal hermeneutics. Both, in his view, apply a general law or text (e.g. the Bible) to specific, present cases. And here too, Gadamer claims, the interpreter belongs to the (whole) tradition of interpretation of the texts he aims to understand from his present position; he tries to apply to or translate them into the present situation. Meaning is always understood in the present. Further, the ability to apply the general in specific and concrete situations is not only about the interpretation of texts but also about the practical application of, for example, ethics. To Gadamer, morality is not about universals and detachment, for that was what he considered the Enlightenment’s “false objectification”: the practice to base morals on and acquire knowledge by means of universal and absolute methods. Instead, Gadamer’s view of morality is related to Aristotle’s ethics, which considers moral knowledge as practical application: applying the good in concrete situations. \(^ {121}\) This is not a completely subjective act, for it is – parallel to the idea of effective history – participation in an event of a moral tradition. It is this logic that keeps Gadamer from falling into ethical relativism.

In that sense, Gadamer not only offers us an approach to mediate between objectivity and relativism but also an alternative to handle the consequences of ethical relativism that were posed by historicism and narrativism. So, Gadamer’s notion of application offers us a view on the process of historical understanding in all its aspects: the mediation between (subjective) historically effected consciousness and the (objective) effective history, and it gives us solid ground as moral and historical beings.

**Concluding remarks**

Can historians be objective? Most historians agree that some kind of method or ground rules is necessary to attain some form of objectivity in historical research. What all discussed thinkers in this chapter have in common, however, is that aspiring to objectivity is not only thought to be idealistic, but too much objectivity could even harm the discipline of history. For, as Rüsen claimed: “neutrality is the end of history.” Likewise, Meinecke made this very clear with his suggestion to “creatively mirror the past,” for a history without subjectivity is bloodless. Beard too was convinced that historians can never escape their historical context, which is why he claimed that every written history is relative. Gadamer, ultimately questioned the whole (historicist) method of acquiring objectivity, for it hides that historical understanding presupposes our historicity.
What follows from most of these positions is that relativism is probably inescapable. But the consequences of in particular ethical relativism – the crisis of the justification of (absolute) moral beliefs – is considered by most historians as a threat to the academic status of the discipline of history, and moreover, it renders a moral orientation in the present almost impossible. Meinecke and Beard suggested metaphysical answers to this question. Rüsen proposed an encapsulation of subjectivity into objectivity. Gadamer’s notion of application allowed for mediation between objectivity and subjectivity and thereby deepens our insight not only into ourselves but also into the historicity of historical understanding and how historians cope with the problem of values. Still, all of the above have their merits and demerits. One thing is clear, however, for it seems the real challenge to the discipline of history lies not so much in attaining objectivity but in coping with the consequences of ethical relativism.
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